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This highly acclaimed survey of modern architecture and its origins has become a classic since it first
appeared in 1980, and has helped to shape architectural practice and discourse worldwide. For this

extensively revised and updated fifth edition, Kenneth Frampton has added a new section that explores in
detail the modernist tradition in architecture across the globe in the late twentieth and early twenty-first
centuries. He examines the varied ways in which architects are not only responding to the geographical,
climatic, material and cultural contexts of their buildings, but also pursuing distinct lines of approach that
emphasize topography, morphology, sustainability, materiality habitat and civic form. It remains an essential

book for all students of architecture and architectural history.
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Bringing together leading experts in the field this book provides a comprehensive critical overview of the
developments in architecture from 1960 to 2010. Number of Pages 365. Chapters are rampant and this text is
the equivalent of the student bible in Art Design and Architecture though birthed in 1980 it still has sway
gives lengthy consideration to globalization and remains a testament to Modern Architecture. Author
Kenneth Frampton. an excellent historical overview of architecture that links the past to the present and

shows the roots of modern. London Thames and Hudson 1985. This acclaimed survey of modern architecture
and its origins has become a classic since it first appeared in 1980. Paperback 5th ed. Now revised enlarged

https://readerzone.in.net/books1?q=Modern Architecture: A Critical History


and. Race and Modern Architecture A Critical History from the Enlightenment to the Present Culture.
Famous Modernist architects include Frank Lloyd Wright Philip Johnson Ludwig Mies van der Rohe Eero
Saarinen and more. Get this from a library Modern architecture a critical history. rating 1612 Ratings. A

useful and wideranging work of superior architectural scholarship this ambitious publication contains many
chapters that stand on their own as perceptive essays it is marked throughout by a consistently mature critical
intelligence New York Review of Books This acclaimed survey of modern architecture and its origins has

become a classic since it first appeared in 1980. The book Modern Architecture.
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